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Goodbye, Jerry

I

t was with great sadness and a deep sense of loss that we learned this spring of
the death of Jerry Blakely, the primary benefactor of Hendricks Park’s Native
Plant Garden. The news came all too soon after his cancer diagnosis, which Jerry
accepted with characteristic courage, quickly getting his affairs in order while
planning to spend his final months at the helm of his beloved sailboat. Unfortunately, his illness progressed much faster than anyone anticipated, and he died on
April 21, 2013. He was 70.
Jerry’s wife, Mary Rear Blakely, died of cancer in May, 2001. The previous year,
Eugene City Council adopted the Hendricks Park Forest Management Plan, which
gave very high priority to the formation of a native plant garden in the park’s
Jerry Blakely
lower saddle. In fact, planning was already underway when Jerry, during Mary’s
last illness, came across the management plan on the internet. They both felt that it
would make a perfect memorial to Mary, who was, among many things, an avid
gardener who loved native plants and used them in her own garden.
Things moved fast. Jerry started an endowment fund for the garden, and invited Jin Chen, a prominent landscape architect and a friend of Mary’s, to design a
master plan for the garden and its immediate surroundings. Chen’s plan is dated
December 27, 2001. The garden was dedicated in May, 2002—just a year after
Mary’s death. Jerry made it clear that the NPG’s role should include education: to
spread knowledge of native plants and how they can be incorporated into a residential setting. To that end, the Friends have worked to provide plant labels and
signage and to organize educational tours of the garden.
The NPG endowment fund has allowed FoHP, in partnership with the city, to
support a dedicated part-time gardener for the NPG. Jerry also made possible,
through several significant donations, the completion of most aspects of Chen’s
plan. One of the most widely appreciated aspects of Jerry’s and Chen’s gift to
Hendricks Park is the Moon Terrace. Not only does this beautiful structure provide a vantage point from which to observe and appreciate
If you would like to honor Jerry and
the garden, it also serves as a welcome entrance to and extenhelp the Friends complete his goal, you
sion of the Wilkins picnic shelter, which is used by so many
may do so with contributions in his
park visitors.
name to: OCF Hendricks Park Native
Key financial donors behind the Moon Terrace, besides
Plant Garden Oregon Community
Jerry himself, were members of his family, and friends and
Foundation, 1221 Southwest Yamhill
family members of Mary Rear Blakely. Jerry, along with
Street, Suite 100, Portland, OR 97205
friends and relatives, also offered their labor and expertise to
or www.oregoncf.org
the project’s completion.
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Oak Knoll Update

J

ust over 10 years ago, an REI community service group joined FoHP volunteers and city staff
to begin reconstructing a trail from the Highland
Park trail head to the Oak Knoll. The Hendricks
Park Forest Management Plan had made restoration of the Oak Knoll a top priority, noting that
the area is the park’s best example of ecologically
important, and increasingly rare, oak woodland.
Although severely affected in places by over-topping Douglas-firs and invasive plants and trees,
this interesting area on the western edge of the
forest contained many native species, including
spectacular colonies of camas and licorice fern.
To initiate the restoration, a working group
gathered information about the Oregon white
oaks and the impact of Douglas-firs and other
trees on the health of the oaks, which had once
dominated this area. In the fall of 2005, the
Friends hired Bruce Newhouse of Salix
Associates to inventory the site and begin planning its restoration.
Guided by this plan, huge progress was made
under Jason Blazar, who led forest restoration in
the park from 2005 through 2012. Douglas-firs
and low quality oaks were selectively removed
or topped for snags. Invasives removal, trash
removal and vinca control followed. The area
was then planted and seeded with natives,
including several pounds of native grass seed.
The Oak Knoll’s appearance is transformed as
more light gets in and native shrubs and grasses
dominate the understory.
Forest maintenance is now the responsibility
of the city’s Natural Resources Management
(NRM) staff. The Friends have enjoyed working
with restoration ecologist Emily Steel, with
whom the Forest Committee meets regularly.
This year, Emily completed a new, 5-year invasives management strategy for the Oak Knoll.
Following this plan, NRM staff continued vinca
control with spot herbicide treatment; they also
weed-wrenched Scotch broom. Walama
Restoration Project, funded by the Friends, cut
life rings in ivy around trees, pulled secondary
invasives, cut poison hemlock to prevent seeding, and removed ivy sprouts from newly
cleared areas before seeding with native grasses.
City contract crews continued the ivy removal.
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Volunteers also pulled invasives, including
the only known patch of highly invasive shining geranium in the Oak Knoll. The sheriff’s
work crew removed an entire dump truck load
of heavy trash exposed by the clearing, and cut
down Armenian blackberry. The NRM staff followed up by spot-treating the blackberry
resprouts with herbicide. To continue improving
the natural oak woodland, native grass seed
will be broadcast this fall over the areas where
invasives have been treated. A group of UO students in the capstone Environmental Leadership
Program evaluated the Oregon white oaks over
their spring semester, and found that restoration
efforts have improved habitat conditions along
with the health of the remaining trees.
All in all, the Oak Knoll has been a focus of
collaborative actions by the Friends, volunteers,
and the city. It would be a wonderful destination for your next trip to the forest. Winter is a
great time, as licorice ferns cover the ground
once more and leaves fall from the trees. Stick to
the trails—there is poison oak here, and it is
harder to identify in winter. On the other hand,
birds and other wildlife that frequent the Oak
Knoll are easier to spot.

Our Mission: To provide stewardship
for Hendricks Park through education,
restoration and community support.
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Aunt Rhodie tells all…
Dear Aunt Rhodie:
When I walk on trails through the forest, I often see
branches and stuff piled on little side trails. Who
puts the branches there, and why?
Sincerely, Felicity
Dear Felicity:
Those small side trails are unofficial, created
by people who like to take short cuts. We sometimes refer to them as rogue trails. Park staff
and volunteers place forest debris on those
trails (and sometimes plant native ferns and
bushes) in an attempt to hide them (which is
quite difficult) or to indicate that they are not
intended for use.
Why ‘rogue’? Because they are bad for the
forest.
The Hendricks Park Forest Management Plan
says, “Throughout the forest, the unofficial
trails create considerable ecological impacts
such as soil compaction, exposed tree roots,
erosion, drainage problems and damage to the
sensitive areas of the forest floor.” Unofficial
trails can also spread invasive species deeper
into the forest via seeds carried on shoes, clothing and pets.
Another problem: If these trails continue to
be used, they are likely to become more numer-

April UO Day of service volunteers.

ous. When you can see another trail from the
one you are on, you may be more inclined to
take a short cut! Eventually, the forest could be
cut up into little pieces, and it would look less
natural and not be nearly as beautiful as it is
today.
Yours truly, Aunt Rhodie
Send questions to: Aunt Rhodie,
Friends of Hendricks Park,
P.O. Box 3784, Eugene, OR 97403
or call 607-4066 and leave a message.

Jerry Blakely, continued from page 1

New, better bike sign
News from the Park Bench

Some of those friends and relatives, along with others, joined
Deb Green (Jerry’s partner of
recent years), FoHP members
and park staff past and present
for an informal celebration of
Jerry’s life and his contributions
to the park, and to dedicate a
memorial plaque. The plaque is
attached to the stone column at
the south end of the Moon
Terrace, a companion to the
existing plaque on the north column commemorating his wife
Mary.
Jerry remembered the Native
Plant Garden in his will with a

very generous bequest to the
NPG endowment fund. That
brings us much closer to attaining his ultimate goal: a full-time
gardener dedicated to the NPG.
Thank you, Jerry.

Jerry Blakely memorial
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Plant Notes

P

acific sanicle (Sanicula crassicaulis,
sometimes called Pacific snakeroot) is probably not a plant most
people notice much. But as I
wander the forest, I’ve developed a fondness for it. This
native is common where the
shade is not too heavy, and it is
easiest to spot along trail edges.
Sanicle first appears in late winter in the form of a tidy rosette of
stiff, slightly mottled, three-lobed
leaves that seem to lie flat on the ground.
The most remarkable thing about the leaves is
their glossy surface (glabrous is the botanical
term) and their rich, deep green color. Later in
spring, the basal rosette becomes less conspicu-

ous as an upright, branching stem emerges and
soon bears inconspicuous yellow flowers in an
arrangement of small umbels.
Pacific sanicle is a biennial or shortlived perennial in the same family
as carrot and Queen Anne’s lace.
On the way to Northern
California early last spring, I
encountered footsteps-of-spring
(Sanicula arctopoides, also
known as yellow-mats, which is
very apt) growing in short turf
on seaside bluffs. I didn’t recognize it as a sanicle at the time. I mostly noticed the brilliant chartreuse leaves
that surround the yellow flower buds at that
stage. You won’t find yellow-mats in Hendricks
Park, as it’s confined to coastal bluffs and dunes.
It appears to be extinct in Lane County.
Rachel Foster

Take Ten Minutes for the Forest

T

he Hendricks Park forest is in significant
need of new volunteers to help maintain this
rich native forest habitat and its trail system.
After more than 10 years of effort from our dedicated monthly forest volunteers, including many
Park Bench readers, we have noticed a marked
drop in attendance, as many of our veteran
helpers have ‘retired’ or left town.
The Friends and the city’s Eugene Park
Stewards Program are conducting a short survey
to help us bolster volunteer participation. The
survey should take less than 10 minutes to complete. We would really appreciate your feedback

to improve the volunteer experience, the attendance at work parties and the health of the forest.
To take the survey, please visit https://www.
surveymonkey.com/s/HendricksForest
Volunteers. The link will remain open through
December 31.

Phone for the Forest

Natural Resources Management now has a
dedicated phone number for reporting issues
with the forest. If you see anything amiss, phone
541.682.4800 for the speediest response.

University of Oregon Day of Service volunteers (and others)
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New and Renewing Friends of Hendricks Park
On behalf of the FoHP Board, thank you to the many people who contribute financially to our organization.
Your donation allows us to fulfill our mission with Hendricks Park.
Donors from 3/1/13 10/15/13

Benefactors
Fred & Sandra Austin

Sustaining
David Moon &
Joan Kelley
McKay Sohlberg

Sponsoring
Larry McQueen
Ralph Shattuck & Marna
Broekhoff
Daniel & Valerie Close
Cynthia & Tom Dreyer
Peter & Maggie
Gontrum
Harold Hushbeck, Jr.
Hope Hughes Pressman
James & Pauline Rear
John Reynolds
Franklin Stahl
Edgar Peara
Jim Beyer & Cindy
Fitzgerald
Harris Hoffman & Joan
Gray
Gary Hague
Christine Sauer
Marjory Ramey

Family and Friends
Bob Bumstead & Carrie
Matsushita

News from the Park Bench

Dale Kramer & Cheris
Kramarae
Daniel Kaye & June
Brooks
Howard Bonnett &
Judith Horstmann
Jeanne Maasch
Louise Behnke
David & Jean Campbell
Megan Clark
Steven & Beth Deutsch
Robin & Mark Grediagin
Thelma Greenfield
Wayne Harrison
Edward & Andrea Heid
Virginia Hendrickson
Richard & JoAnn
Hoffman
Maryann Holser
Mary Lyle Janousek
Karyn Kaplan
Michael Kennedy
Jane King
Linda & Joseph Kintz
Jim & Maria Kiplinger
Kermit Larsen
Debbie & Shlomo
Libeskind
Gregg Lobisser &
Lorraine Vijayakar
Duncan & Jane
McDonald
Marcia Muller
Karen Seidel
Catherine Siskron
The Ramey Family

Doug & Emilie Toomey
Ingrid Weatherhead
Patricia & David
Williams
Lawrence Leverone
Kathleen & Walter Petty
Rebecca & Igor
Gladstone
Patricia Soussan
Andrea Wolf
James W. Barta
Edward Sussman
Margaret & Daniel Weill
Inge Brouwer
Sallie & Bill Anderson
John & Cheri Courtnage
Nathaniel Teich
James T. Ivory
Phelps Family
Ronald & Beth Hjelm
Kit Kirkpatrick
Elizabeth Spencer

Erik & Jessyca Burke
Michael Reaves & Cherie
Bynum
Jeffrey Salerno
Becky & Rodney Slade
Simon & Pauline Thaler
Edward Black
Svevo Brooks
Tom Vishanoff &
Chikako Sato
Mary & Dennis Arendt
Steve Longtin
Steven Stwertka &
Alexis Norelle

Memorial
Contributions
In Memory of Jerry
Blakely, Matthew &
Karen Dyste
In Memory of Jerry &
Mary Blakely, David &
Jean Campbell
In Memory of Mary
Blakely, Innovative
Engineering Solutions

Please Support our
In-Kind Contributors
Rudy Fox, Fox Graphics
Tim Clancey, Clancey
Printing
Eugene City Bakery

Thanks to all our contributors, and we regret any
omissions or errors.
Mollie Craig, Beth
Copeland and
Phyllis Hamel have
joined the board of
the Friends of
Hendricks Park.
Mollie and Phyllis
are loyal volunteers
in the forest and
Rhododendron
Garden, respectively.
Beth is the sister of
Mary Blakely.
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Board of Directors
President Erik Fisher
Vice President Rachel Foster
Secretary Jim Beyer
Treasurer David Moon
Sandra Austin
(on leave of absence)
Beth Copeland
Mollie Craig
Phyllis Hamel
Newsletter by
Rachel Foster,
Sandra Austin,
Linda Sage and
Beneda Design

Volunteer Opportunities
Save the dates!
• Second Saturday Forest Work Parties
9 a.m. – 12 noon. rain or shine.
Meet at F.M. Wilkins Picnic Shelter, 2200
Summit Avenue. Upcoming dates in 2014
are: Jan 11, Feb 8, Mar 8, April 12. There is
no work party in December, 2013.
• Martin Luther King Day Forest Work Party
Jan 20, 2014: 9 a.m. – 12 noon.
Meet at the Picnic Shelter.
• Rhododendron Garden Work Parties
Tuesday through November 12, 2013,
9 a.m. to noon. Tuesday work parties restart
Tuesday, March 4, 2014. Park in the lot at
the top of the garden, near the restrooms at
1800 Skyline Blvd. Meet at the office, below
restrooms.

The moon unites us
Look how maples glow
beside boughs of cedar
how oaks arch red
against pointed firs.
Stand in the moonlight
and know the bounty
of beauty.
by Mary M. Blakely

